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ET Visitors And Their Plan to Liberate Earth
General Outline
In the early days of the Light movement and ET disclosure, some of the plans of the Galactic Federation became
more clear to us. I am trying to ascertain what the “grand plan” is that they have put in place to help us to
liberate ourselves, and want to see if I can see it in action throughout recent history. Through researching what
was said, what was written in books, and what type of people were saying it, I am putting together a
comprehensive history of how benevolent ETs have influenced this planet and woken up the people of earth to
their current reality.
Their goal:
From “Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation”, channeled by Elizabeth Trutwin, 2011: “The level of world
peace with no change of nuclear holocaust can only be obtained by changing the laws of every land,
establishing honest banks and gold backed currency as opposed to fiat currency. It means arresting, trying and
making accountable every last criminal. It means dropping borders and taking care of the homeless and
starving. It means ending all wars and releasing the unfairly imprisoned. We must work together to make these
changes because before we were approved to incarnate we swore an irrevocable oath to uphold our Mission on
earth to put these changes into place so that Ashtar and Sananda could make the changes necessary from
heaven for the Galactic family reunions on earth.”
The beginnings of how they planned to do it:
 Communication to enlighten unaware parties (these methods have changed with advent of new
technologies and removal of the veil prohibiting multi-dimensional contact with the individual)
 Exposure of the reality being kept from our awareness (through whistleblowers)
 Awakening earthlings through technological means
 Mass birthing and awakening of starseeds to affect the collective unconscious and to re-start the
ascension process
 Independent visitations
 Astral visits to their ships so that we can understand their agenda astrally then make it manifest in this
physical dimension
Also, independent of that:
 Removal of dark grids, construction of Light grids
 Destruction of “the veil”
 Removal of negative entities from the earth
 Destruction of DUMBs
 Clearing of the Astral Plane (lower fourth)
 Arrest and either replacement of or gaining cooperation of world leaders
 Extraterrestrial/earthling organizations working upon earth (ACIO or the Alliance, the Resistance)
 Reclamation of dark portals for the Light
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Purification of human DNA and change to crystalline
Removal of all negative ET craft in this solar system
Removal of all parties involved in abduction and DNA manipulation

The ultimate goal is the change of mindset of the earthly human being: “The Galactic Federation cannot come
as long as we remain in a reactive, lower vibration.” Elizabeth Trutwin, “Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation,
2011.”
“As hath been said, the precise moment of Divine Intervention doth depend absolutely upon Man's reaction to
tests imposed.” Ethel P Hill, “In Days to Come.” So, you're being tested, we're all being tested to see if we're
ready. The fact that they're close but no cigar - shaped ship tells us – WE'RE NOT READY YET.
Starseeds: “You're Here to Do What Your Parents Wouldn't Have Done.”
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They Were the Early Ones....They Laid the Groundwork for Our Work Now
Starseed Contactees and ET Contacts, Whistleblowers and Channelers
1945
Introduction
Mass Incarnation of Starseeds, First Wave, primarily Blue Rays and many Indigo's
First Ashtar Channeler, Ethel P. Hill
Galactic Response to Nuclear Arms Race
Although they have always had presence here, starseeds and lightworkers incarnated to help the people of
earth and to keep the timelines on track. This report starts in 1945, as it was then that Ashtar Sheran lamented
the foolishness of a being who would unleash such a contrivance, yet not have the remedy for the damage it
would cause in channeler Ethel P. Hill's book, “In Days to Come.” With the interference of negative ET races in
our collective process, and the gifting to earthbound humanity of many forms of self destructive technology, as
well as its use upon us without our knowledge, the Galactic Federation was given permission to intervene in
our timeline and to help the people of earth to fight the seemingly inevitable destruction of this planet.
My intuition tells me that WWII and the advent of the nuclear race not only concerned but allowed Divine
permission for the intervention that we are experiencing now. As earth is a free will zone, interference with our
free will is only allowable in the event that we are on a path of destruction, not only of ourselves but also of a
path that would affect the rest of the universe – the entirety of God.
1945: At that time, large numbers of starseeds were born on earth. They later became the hippies who started
a counter-culture “peace and love” movement across the planet in the 60's. They protested against war,
prejudice, and the slavery of working life, they promoted the birth control pill, emancipation of minority groups
including women, and their message was in their gatherings and in their music.
Methods of communication were very poor up until the 2000's, and anyone who had a contact message to give
to the planet had to use production of paperback books in order to do this. The paperback was the best way to
put forth your message to unknown followers, your readership, and it was expensive.
Other means were writing articles for newspapers and magazines or starting clubs and having meetings. Of
course, there were efforts to discredit those credible witnesses by the dark side even back then, including a
robust Men In Black program to silence these witnesses by utilizing any means necessary. Presumably there
were “flying saucer magazines” out back then where witnesses could recount their experiences.
Ashtar Sheran instructs: “Encourage the forming of space clubs or small groups to meet at stated intervals for
discussion of the latest news available.” “Ashtar asks for us to help by acquiring as much information from
reliable sources as possible. He says it is imperative the public be made aware of the Galactic Federation and be
alerted to the purpose of their return.” He suggests, “... promoting a wholesome interest in extraterrestrials and
visitations. He counsels that to deny their existence or doubt their friendly purpose is an outdated perception.”
- “In Days to Come,” channeled and written by Ethel P. Hill., published 1957.
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Communication was different back in those days. The telephone was used as well as word of mouth. People
met up and talked of their interests, had coffee together and ate meals with their friends, just to “catch up”.
These are the occasions that Ashtar was speaking of, or perhaps increasing your scale and holding meetings.
Although the means were more limited back then, they still managed to get out the message and their message
is still heard today.
1950's
Disclosure Begins
Howard Menger (Saturnian starseed Sol do Naro) was in contact with the Martian and Venusian people, and
worked for them providing clothes, hair cuts, and other necessities to help them acclimate to working upon
earth. He also worked the speaker circuit, wrote books, and presumably wrote articles in order to further the
Light agenda on earth. George Adamski had disclosure tasks to carry out with his contacts that included writing
books with photographs so that he would appear more credible.
Menger is quoted as recanting his version of events, obviously due to CIA threat or threat of death. He tells me
now that he was forced to recant his story otherwise suffer death and that of his family. We all know by the
example of Phil Schneider, who survived 10 attempts on his life, that this threat was very valid and real. Phil,
then validated the work of many who came before him by bringing to light the threat on the lives of those who
disclose. I still insist the best way to know a quack from the real deal – check their ego. If they are self adulating,
expect praise and admiration, money and fame for their work, if they are trying to get information for the sake
of selling technologies... they are not the real deal. They are egotists and those in outer space will not work
with them. “The Space People” work with people who are like them in nature, and they know nothing of being
egotistical. They realize that egotism is what has put this world in the situation it is and only work with people
who prove to them that they are beyond egotistical.
If you want to know how they know, they watch you. Yes, if you're one of their prospects, they will watch you,
and challenge you throughout life to wake up to your higher Light. If it fails to surface in your lifetime, they will
pass you over.
Other methods in the 1950's, '60's, '70's and 80's included snail mail, doing the speaker's circuit and I can
imagine they were few and far between when it came to the topic of ET believers, especially back then, and
expensive for the speaker to have to accomplish.
Ethel P. Hill's automatic handwritten book called, “In Days to Come,” which is a book long Ashtar Sheran
channeling, came out at this time. To the best of my knowledge, it's one of the first of its kind.
1960's
Elizabeth Klarer of South Africa with her ET, Akon of Alpha Centauri. Still the Venusians
take front and center stage. Klarer was born on Venus and adopted by an earth family
and raised as an earthling. She wrote a wonderful book about her interest in
extraterrestrials and eventual meeting with Akon, her twin flame from Alpha Centauri,
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that has a good description of their lives but particularly their views of earth and how a spaceship actually
works.
During her life on earth, she worked on the speaker circuit to help raise awareness of the benevolent
extraterrestrial agenda and as a courier for the Alliance.
1970's
Exposure
The surge of whistleblowers..... This I believe was the next step, and it was orchestrated by the Alliance, who
wanted to get the message out to the public of earth that they were being lied to, that a lot more was
happening on this planet than they were aware of or would permit if they did know.
Phil Schneider
Phil Schneider was a self-made geologist who worked on black projects
with the Secret Military. In 1979, Phil came across a tunnel full of
Zeta's who had double-crossed our government when ground was
broken at Dulce Base. Phil drew his pistol and a firefight ensued. A
green beret put Phil into a basket and took fire for him so that he could
be wenched up to the surface. That day, after suffering a hit from a
Zeta, who had simply motioned around his heart to direct an energy
beam at Phil, he suffered the loss of many fingers and toes and his
chest was ripped open. Afterwards he walked with a limp.
Phil decided that that was enough and started working on the lecture
circuit to tell Americans what was going on right under their noses and that they needed to stand up and be
Patriots. I believe he really re-energized the Patriot movement.
Eleven attempts were made on his life before he was murdered on January 10, 1996. His death was made to
look like a suicide but anyone “in the industry” would know that it wasn't and that it was a signal to them to
keep quiet. Many whistleblowers have come out since Phil, but some remain anonymous. My sources tell me
they are working with the Alliance who will protect them as much as possible.
William Tomkins
Whistleblower Bill Tompkins was embedded in the world of
secrecy as a teenager, when the Navy took his personal ship
models out of a Hollywood department store because they
showed the classified locations of the radars and gun
emplacements.
He witnessed the “Battle of L.A.” where a thousand rounds of
ammo were fired at UFOs. From that time on, Bill was
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immersed in “The Alien Question,” working around them and for NASA.
Selected by the Navy prior to completing high school to be authorized for research work, he regularly visited
classified Naval facilities during WWII until he was discharged in 1946. During the war he worked in espionage,
gathering intel from the enemy and was personally responsible for delivering plans to heads of various
corporations, obviously associated with these private projects.
He was hired by Douglas Aircraft Company in 1950, where he was asked to conceive sketches of mile-long Naval
interplanetary craft designs. Later, he became involved in the conventional aspects of the Saturn Program that
later became the Apollo launch vehicle, which was revealed to the public in his book about his aerospace life in
the 40's and afterwards, that relate to aliens, NASA secrets and more that needed to be told to the public.
His life story also describes interactions with his assistants, whom he believes to be Nordics working for the
Light.
Bill Tompkins passed in October 2017.
Milton William Cooper
Whistleblower Bill Cooper who is a former United States Naval
Intelligence Briefing Team member, reveals information that remains
hidden from the public eye. His audiences hear the truth unfold as he
writes about the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs,
the secret government, and UFOs.
In 1988 Bill decided to "talk" due to events then taking place
worldwide, events that he had seen plans for back in the early 1970s.
Bill correctly predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the invasion of Panama.
All Bill's predictions were on record well before the events occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His information comes
from top secret documents that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and from over seventeen
years of research.
Mr Cooper passed November in 2001.
Whistleblowers, thankfully, are by no means limited to just these people. There are many more and even more
continue to come forward to divulge information that was intended to be kept from the public. In this way, the
Deep State continues to lose power over us.
1980's /1990's
Channeling begins to take on more importance as trance channeler Barbara Marciniak comes out with her
book, “Bringers of the Dawn.” This book began to awaken starseeds on earth who began to seek each other out
in order to make physical connection with others like themselves. The Pleiadians have been channeling to
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Marciniak since May 1988.
The earliest channeler on record seems to be Maria Orsec, who eventually channeled for the Nazi's. Originally
she was speaking to people of Aldebaran and obtaining technological information. This would be circa the
1940's.

Venusian Omnec Onec
1993 - Introduces herself to the public on “The Jerry Springer Show.” Maybe not the best way to do this.
Her book “From Venus I Came,” is published by Wendelle Stevens and sells out quickly in 1991.
OMNEC ONEC: "As I was born on the Planet Venus in another dimension and came to your Planet as a young
child, I was able to retain the knowledge and information that I had gathered as a Soul through many
incarnations and life times. I can keep this information intact, and what I teach people is actually what I KNOW
and not what I've read about or what I've heard, but what I have experienced through many different life cycles
on Earth and in other dimensions." – "We came as Soul into the polar worlds for only one reason: To have the
experiences which will lead us to becoming a conscious co-worker with the Supreme Deity – the REAL LOVE.
Real Love is the energy that flows from the creator and supports all forms of life. Without it, nothing can exist.
Therefore we are all universal beings and not limited to one existence. There are no limits to love."
2000
Mass Communication
With the inception of the internet, our ability to communicate with each other and internationally increased
exponentially. This had led to a new level of extraterrestrial communication with us, in the way of telepathic
channelers. Some of the most noted were Vegan channeler Pierre Monnet of France and Barbara Marciniak
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who communicates with the Pleiadians.
This has to be part of their plan, as well as the large influx of starseeds and lightworkers since 1945 who so
positively influenced earth's later generations.
2001
World Trade Center – attempt to institute St Germain funding goes wrong for the Light. Funds are stolen back
by the Bush cartel but have since been taken back again.

Where We Are Now in the Grand Plan
In 2001, 9/11 was the first date of this leg of the plan. Many woke up afterwards, some quickly, some more
slowly.
“Ashtar is saying even after all the Dark Ones are removed we will still have to wake up the rest of humanity. As
we get closer to Decloakings and Announcements we will have cleared and cleansed enough on this Planet that
we will begin to feel confidence that the Plan is working.” (from Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation,
channeled by Elizabeth Trutwin, 2011).
“Lord Ashtar and Lord Sananda Jesus are the sole deciders in Earth Ascension and when it is appropriate to
decloak the Starships in the fleets in earth's orbit. When this happens, Ashtar is in charge of creating a force
field on earth through the Earth Grid connected through the pyramids, ziggurats and portals of the Earth which
will bring us to Zero Point. Within this energy, much more advanced technology is possible.” (from Lord Ashtar
and the Galactic Federation, channeled by Elizabeth Trutwin, 2011). This explains why there's such a battle over
the portals, and the dark wants to keep them dark.
"At the time of Arrests and Announcements and the enactment of NESARA law, millions of Starships from the
Galactic Federation will de-cloak over all major cities of the Planet, so no one can say: I don't believe they are
here, or they don't exist. The spontaneous reaction to massive de-cloaking will deeply affect consciousness in a
single simultaneous event, everywhere, and absolutely will expose the cover-up of galactic presence." (from
Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation, channeled by Elizabeth Trutwin, 2011).
“He (Ashtar) tells us this means he and many others will be landing their ships on earth and coming to live with
us in our societies.” (from Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation, channeled by Elizabeth Trutwin, 2011).
“There is a group on earth working with the Galactic Federation which has human representatives from
governments, and Galactic representatives from Ashtar's flagship, the New Jerusalem. …. This group is the Alien
Contact Intelligence Organization (ACIO). The ACIO has been working with us through the white knights for
whistle blowing, arrests, and advanced technology for solving problems which hinder us in moving forward
(towards ascension, don't think the dark ones don't know how to slow us down – they do). The ACIO also
organizes relief efforts in cases of war and natural disasters. We are receiving as much help as possible from our
Sisters and Brothers on the starships as is allowed.”
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